
Danielle and Mike Arbour-Neagoe, Parents of Lucas Arbour, Academic Testimonial  

Our son Lucas was previously involved in Club Hockey and played with CAC (Canadian 
Athletic Club) before switching to the Northern Alberta Xtreme for the 2015/16 and 2016/17 
seasons.  

The academic program was an integral part of why, as a family, we choose chose to join NAX. 
The NAX academic program was excellent in supporting our son achieve honors in both grade 
10 and 11 while playing top-tier hockey. 

The expectations of the NAX academic program to achieve the student’s individual level of 
ability continued to enforce time management and discipline while meeting athletic 
requirements.  The students were well supported but were still expected to develop independent 
learning skills which is critical for learning at Post-Secondary level. 

The largest concern we had when joining NAX was the travel commitments which resulted in 
time away from classroom instruction. This is where the academic advisor Paula Smith went 
above and beyond ensuring all homework was completed, exams written on the road if required, 
and provided tutoring when necessary. At the beginning of the school year Paula clearly stated 
the expectations that all class work was to be completed on time, regardless of hockey 
commitments.  Paula also established an understanding with the teaching staff for make-up 
exams, so all parties were clear on a process to be followed during the school year and hockey 
season. The efforts made by Paula to provide this organized format on the onset was invaluable 
to provide structure for the student-athletes. Paula had our son’s best academic interest at heart, 
NAX is extremely fortunate to have such an academic advisor who takes the time to get to know 
the student-athletes and develop academic targets based on each individual student ability. She 
took the time to get to know our son and challenged him to meet academic targets while 
providing the support needed to achieve the targets.  She routinely held tutorial sessions for the 
students when mid-terms/finals were approaching in addition to always having her classroom 
open for the students to drop by and get help. 

Feedback from coaches was scheduled and frequent to provide progress reports. The coaches and 
Paula also made themselves available when requested outside of normal parent/coach sessions.  
Paula was in frequent contact with us and always addressed our communication promptly 
whether by phone, text, or email. 

Because our son was strong academically, I believe it benefitted him to learn how to manage 
academic requirements outside of the normal classroom routine. It strengthened his time 
management skills and promoted independent learning. Thru elementary and junior high Lucas 
excelled academically and he was able to maintain the honors standing in Grade 10 and 11 while 
part of the NAX program which involved significant hours on the ice and travelling. That in 
itself provided strong life skills. 

Our son excelled when he was challenged and NAX provided a challenging environment from 
both an academic and athletic focus. 

 


